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Abstract
The invariant approach is a powerful method for studying CP violation for speciﬁc La-
grangians. The method is particularly useful for dealing with discrete family symmetries.
We focus on the CP properties of unbroken Δ(27) invariant Lagrangians with Yukawa-like
terms, which proves to be a rich framework, with distinct aspects of CP , making it an ideal
group to investigate with the invariant approach. We classify Lagrangians depending on
the number of ﬁelds transforming as irreducible triplet representations of Δ(27). For each
case, we construct CP -odd weak basis invariants and use them to discuss the respective
CP properties. We ﬁnd that CP violation is sensitive to the number and type of Δ(27)
representations.
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1 Introduction
The origin and nature of CP and its violation remains a mystery both within and beyond
the Standard Model (SM). In addressing the question of CP it was observed some time
ago that phases which appear in the Yukawa matrices for example are not robust indica-
tors of CP violation since their appearance is dependent on the choice of basis. On the
other hand, physical CP violating observables only depend on particular combinations of
Yukawa matrices which are invariant under diﬀerent choices of basis. Such weak basis
invariants, which have the property that they are zero if CP is conserved and non-zero
if CP is violated therefore provide unambiguous signals of CP violation which are closely
related to experimentally measurable quantities. The use of such CP -odd weak-basis
invariants (CPIs), rather than particular phases in a given basis, is generally referred to
as the Invariant Approach (IA) to CP violation.
In the IA to CP violation [1], one starts by separating the full Lagrangian of the theory
in two parts, one denoted LCP that is known to conserve CP , typically the kinetic terms
and pure gauge interactions [2] 4, and the remaining of the Lagrangian, denoted Lrem..
The crucial point is that LCP allows for many diﬀerent CP transformations and as a result,
CP is violated if and only if none of these CP transformations leaves Lrem. invariant. In
the case of the SM, LCP includes the gauge interactions and the kinetic energy terms,
while the relevant components of Lrem. are the Yukawa interactions. Using the IA, one
can readily derive [1] some speciﬁc conditions that the Yukawa couplings have to satisfy in
order to have CP invariance. It is well known that the Yukawa couplings in the SM have
a large redundancy which results from the freedom that one has to make redeﬁnitions of
the fermion ﬁelds which leave the gauge interactions invariant but change e.g. the quark
Yukawa couplings Yu, Yd without changing the Physics. The great advantage of the IA is
that it allows one to derive CPIs which, if non-vanishing, imply CP violation. In the SM,
it has been shown [1] that the relevant CPI is Tr [Hu, Hd]
3, where we deﬁne the Hermitian
combinations Hu ≡ YuY †u and Hd ≡ YdY †d . For the 3 fermion generation case this CPI
leads to the Jarlskog invariant [4]. The IA can be applied to any extension of the SM, in
particular to extensions of the SM with Majorana neutrinos [5].
It should be emphasised that the IA not only enables one to verify whether a given
Lagrangian violates CP , but also provides an idea of how suppressed CP violation might
be. A notable example is the possibility of showing why CP in the SM is too small to
generate the baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU). One simply observes that the
dimensionless number Tr [MuM
†
u,MdM
†
d ]
3/v12 is of order 10−20, where we used the Her-
mitian quark mass matrices and v = 246 GeV denotes the scale of electroweak symmetry
breaking. This dimensionless number should be compared to the size of observed BAU,
nB/nγ  10−10 [6]. The IA, in leading to basis invariant quantities, also identiﬁes what
combination of parameters are physical such that, e.g. there is no need to count how
many phases can be eliminated through rephasing, which can be laborious in compli-
cated Lagrangian, and specially in the presence of family symmetries.
Recently [7] the use of CPIs, valid for any choice of CP transformation, was advo-
cated as a powerful approach to studying speciﬁc models of CP violation in the presence
of discrete family symmetries. Examples based on A4 and Δ(27) family symmetries were
4 The use of CP -like transformations that include a family symmetry transformation was introduced
in [3], in an attempt to obtain a connection between quark masses and mixing angles.
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discussed and it was shown how to obtain several known results in the literature. In ad-
dition, the IA was used to identify how explicit (rather than spontaneous) CP violation
arises, which is geometrical in nature, i.e. persisting for arbitrary couplings in the La-
grangian.
Here we intend both to further highlight the usefulness of the IA in dealing with
discrete family symmetries and also to systematically explore the CP properties of Δ(27).
By using the IA, we are able to construct CPIs independently of the speciﬁc group
and need to consider the group details only to compute coupling matrices by using the
respective Clebsch-Gordan coeﬃcients in any particular basis. By combining the coupling
matrices with the CPIs, basis-independent quantities are obtained which indicate if there
is CP violation.
In this paper we explore in depth the CP properties of unbroken Δ(27) invariant
Lagrangians using the IA as outlined in [7] (see also the proceedings [8]). The method is
based on [1]. We focus on Δ(27) since it involves many features which may be encountered
in more general discrete groups, such as complex representations and multiple non-trivial
singlet representations. It therefore constitutes a rich playground for exploring the IA
in the case of discrete family symmetries, Although the cases discussed do not represent
realistic models, since the Δ(27) is unbroken, the work here lays the foundation for future
models based on spontaneously broken Δ(27).
Following the IA we consider several cases that highlight how the CP properties depend
both on the ﬁeld content and on the type of contractions considered (which may be
controlled e.g. by additional symmetries, even though here we don’t always consider those
explicitly). We focus on tri-linears terms, which we refer to as Yukawa-like couplings,
keeping in mind that most (but not all) cases considered are meant as fermion-fermion-
scalar terms. We start by considering Lagrangians with just Δ(27) singlets where the
IA identiﬁes the relative phases that are physical, and then concentrate on Yukawa-like
terms involving a triplet, an anti-triplet, and a singlet.
When the Yukawa-like couplings are between triplet, anti-triplet and singlet, we study
cases with a single independent triplet, with independent triplet and anti-triplet, and with
three or more independent 3-dimensional irreducible representations. Some of the cases
considered are similar to adding Δ(27) to a type II 2 Higgs doublet model (2HDM) 5 or
N Higgs doublet model (NHDM). For each of these frameworks the IA allows to identify
if the Lagrangian has the possibility to explicitly violate CP , how this depends on how
many diﬀerent Δ(27) singlets are coupled, and what CPIs are relevant and non-vanishing
when there is CP violation. This serves to further illustrate the convenience and power
of the IA for the study of CP properties of speciﬁc Lagrangians.
The layout of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we brieﬂy review
the IA to CP in family symmetry models. We continue with the group theory of Δ(27)
in section 3. Section 4 considers just singlets. In section 5 the ﬁeld content includes one
triplet. Two triplets are considered in detail in section 6, where we diﬀerentiate also based
on the number and type of singlets present. We generalise to three triplets in section 7
and to four and more triplets in appendix A. For comparison with the IA, we present
some examples of speciﬁc CP matrices in appendix B. Finally we conclude in section 8.
5See e.g. [9] for a review.
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Figure 1: The CP transformationX is consistent with the groupG, as following it with the transformation
ρ(g) associated with element g of G, and then with X−1, is equivalent to the transformation ρ(g′)
associated with some other element g′ of G.
2 Invariant approach to CP in family symmetry mod-
els
As mentioned in the introduction, the IA as outlined in [7, 8] is based on [1], where to
study the CP properties of a given Lagrangian one starts by splitting it
L = LCP + Lrem. , (1)
where LCP denotes the part that is known to conserve CP (kinetic terms and gauge interac-
tions, as pure gauge interactions conserve CP [2]). Lrem. includes non-gauge interactions
such as the Yukawa couplings. A review of how the IA is applied to the Standard Model
(SM) lepton sector can be found in [7], which also includes its application to a model
of spontaneously broken A4 and to a model of Δ(27) which features explicit geometrical
CP violation.
In this paper we study many diﬀerent Lagrangians invariant under unbroken Δ(27),
relying on the IA. As pointed out in [7], the presence of a family symmetry does not
change the most general CP transformation which leaves invariant LCP - these are the
kinetic terms and the gauge terms which are ﬂavour blind. Before continuing with the
IA, a relevant question is what role is played by the consistency relations [10, 11] in this
type of analysis.
The consistency relations can be obtained by considering that a Lagrangian invari-
ant under both a family symmetry and a CP symmetry should be the same whether
one considers doing a consistent CP transformation before or after a family symmetry
transformation. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a ﬁeld φ. When this is considered
rigorously one obtains a relationship between CP transformationsX and family symmetry
transformations ρ(g)
Xρ(g)∗X−1 = ρ(g′), g′ ∈ G . (2)
If we ﬁnd an explicit CP transformation that leaves the Lagrangian which respects some
family symmetry G invariant (even one is enough) then we can be quite sure that the
theory conserves CP as well as respecting the G. In this case the consistency relation in
Eq.2 is automatically satisﬁed. This is clear since under a CP transformation, followed by
a family symmetry transformation, followed by another CP transformation, etc., leaves
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the Lagrangian invariant,
L CP−→ L G−→ L CP−→ L G−→ L −→ . . . (3)
The consistency of CP and G is clear since the Lagrangian is left invariant at each stage.
However we can be even more explicit than this in order to demonstrate the equivalence
of the two approaches.
Consider a mass term m in the Lagrangian, then deﬁne
H = mm† . (4)
Suppose that the Lagrangian is invariant under some family symmetry transformation,
ρ(g), then this implies that the mass term in the Lagrangian remains unchanged under
a family symmetry transformation and hence
ρ(g)†Hρ(g) = H . (5)
The condition for the invariance of the Lagrangian under a CP transformation, X, requires
that the mass term swaps with the H.c. mass term hence,
X†HX = H∗ . (6)
Taking the complex conjugate of Eq.5 we ﬁnd,
(ρ(g)†)∗H∗ρ(g)∗ = H∗ = X†HX , (7)
using Eq.6 for the last equality. From Eq.7 and Eq.6 we obtain,
(ρ(g)†)∗X†HXρ(g)∗ = X†HX , (8)
Hence
X(ρ(g)†)∗X†HXρ(g)∗X† = H = ρ(g′)†Hρ(g′) , (9)
where we have used Eq.5 but for a diﬀerent group element g′ in the last equality. By
comparing both sides of Eq.9 we identify,
Xρ(g)∗X† = ρ(g′) , (10)
which is just the consistency condition in Eq.2.
As we further illustrate in the following sections, using the IA one need not specify a
CP transformation. For a given Lagrangian it is suﬃcient to input the invariance condi-
tions imposed by the symmetries. This makes the IA very useful to study CP violation
in the presence of family symmetries.
3 Δ(27) group theory
The group Δ(27) [12–14], a member of the Δ(3n2) subgroups of SU(3) [15, 16], has
featured prominently in studies related with CP . It leads to geometrical CP violation
as shown in [12] and [17–21], a feature that was analysed using diﬀerent methods by
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[11, 22–24] 6. In addition, the CP transformations consistent with Δ(27) triplets were
presented in [28].
Using the IA, [7] found that a speciﬁc Δ(27) invariant Lagrangian features a diﬀerent
type of geometrical CP violation, where CP is explicitly violated (rather than sponta-
neously). In this paper we go beyond this result, considering many Δ(27) invariant La-
grangians to study in depth how the interplay between Δ(27) and CP changes depending
on the representations and how they couple with one another.
To do so, some understanding of the group properties is required. Δ(27) has three
Z3 generators [15, 16] but we only need to use two, which we refer to as c (for cyclic,
with c3 = 1 ) and d (for diagonal, with d3 = 1 ). This notation refers to their respective
3-dimensional representation matrices in the basis we use. We deﬁne ω ≡ ei2π/3. Starting
with the 9 distinct singlets which we conveniently label as 1ij, the generators are repre-
sented by c1ij = ω
i and d1ij = ω
j for that particular singlet. A ﬁeld transforming as a
100 (trivial singlet) is explicitly invariant under Δ(27) transformations, and the other 8
singlets simply get multiplied by the respective powers of ω when acted upon by c or d.
The other irreducible representations of Δ(27) are triplets, two distinct ones which we
take as 301 and 302. The generator c is represented equally for both
c3ij =
⎛
⎝
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
⎞
⎠ . (11)
d is represented as a diagonal matrix with entries that are powers of ω, with the exponents
denoted by the indices of the triplet representation
d3ij =
⎛
⎝
ωi 0 0
0 ωj 0
0 0 ω−i−j
⎞
⎠ . (12)
The determinant of the matrices is 1 (Δ(27) is a subgroup of SU(3)) and the two indices
identify d301 = diag(1, ω, ω
2), d302 = diag(1, ω
2, ω). The representations 301 and 302
behave as a triplet and anti-triplet, so in analogy with SU(3) we refer to them mostly as
the 3 and 3¯ representations. The subscript notation is useful to remember the powers of ω
that each component transforms with under d3ij so we refer to it occasionally throughout
the paper, e.g. if we take A = (a1, a2, a3)01 transforming as triplet 3 = 301 and B¯ =
(b¯1, b¯2, b¯3)02 transforming as (anti-)triplet 3¯ = 302, the explicit construction of the trivial
singlet is (AB¯)00 = (a1b¯1 + a2b¯2 + a3b¯3)00. This can be veriﬁed by acting on A and
B¯ with generators c and d and checking that the prescribed (AB¯)00 remains invariant.
Indeed, 3 ⊗ 3¯ = ∑i,j 1ij and rules for constructing the non-trivial singlets from triplet
and anti-triplet follow
(a2b¯1 + a3b¯2 + a1b¯3)01 , (13)
(a1b¯2 + a2b¯3 + a3b¯1)02 , (14)
(a1b¯1 + ω
2a2b¯2 + ωa3b¯3)10 , (15)
(a2b¯1 + ω
2a3b¯2 + ωa1b¯3)11 , (16)
6Spontaneous geometrical CP violation has also been found in other groups [25–27].
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(ω2a1b¯2 + ωa2b¯3 + a3b¯1)12 , (17)
(a1b¯1 + ωa2b¯2 + ω
2a3b¯3)20 , (18)
(a2b¯1 + ωa3b¯2 + ω
2a1b¯3)21 , (19)
(ωa1b¯2 + ω
2a2b¯3 + a3b¯1)22 . (20)
All these can be veriﬁed by acting on the triplets with the generators and tracking how
each product transforms.
4 Just singlets
To illustrate how the IA would proceed, we start by considering Yukawa-like terms with-
out Δ(27) triplets. Throughout we refer to ﬁelds transforming as singlets under Δ(27)
as hij where the subscript refers to the ﬁeld being assigned as a 1ij under Δ(27).
A simple example where the ﬁeld content is h00, h01, h10 would have Yukawa-like
terms
LIII =z00h00h00h00 + z01h01h01h01 + z10h10h10h10
+y00h00h00h
†
00 + y01h00h01h
†
01 + y10h00h01h
†
01 +H.c. . (21)
It is clear there are further Δ(27) invariant terms such as h00h00, but for the sake of
illustrating the IA we consider the CP properties of the Yukawa-like terms in LIII by
itself as the only part of the full Lagrangian that can violate CP (i.e. as the Lrem. for
this case). 7 The next step in the IA is to consider the most general CP transformation
for each ﬁeld consistent with the kinetic terms etc., in this case this means each singlet
transforms with its own phase which we denote as pij
hij → eipijh∗ij . (22)
When we apply these transformations on LIII and demand it remains invariant, we obtain
a set of necessary and suﬃcient conditions for CP conservation restricting the parameters
in LIII
z00e
i3p00 = z∗00 , (23)
z01e
i3p01 = z∗01 , (24)
z10e
i3p10 = z∗10 , (25)
y00e
ip00 = y∗00 (26)
y01e
ip00 = y∗01 , (27)
y10e
ip00 = y∗10 . (28)
We note that the CP conservation conditions on couplings y01 and y10 are indepen-
dent of p01, p10. To build CPIs we combine conditions that cancel dependence on the
7We are limiting ourselves to tri-linear terms even for ﬁeld contents only with scalars, because we are
keeping in mind renormalizable Yukawa terms.
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CP transformations, which involving y01 and y10 requires only the cancelation of all de-
pendence on p00. A simple and useful CPI is then Im[y01y
∗
10], as
y01y
†
10 = (y01y
†
10)
∗ → Im[y01y∗10] = 0 , (29)
where the yij are complex numbers so y
†
ij = y
∗
ij. The CPI vanishing is a necessary (but not
necessarily suﬃcient) condition for CP conservation and it constrains the relative phase
between the two couplings.
There are also CPIs of this type constraining the relative phases between y00 and the
other two yij couplings. CPIs involving z00 can also be built noting that the CPI needs
to cube the other couplings e.g. Im[z∗00y
3
ij], as
z†00y
3
ij = (z
†
00y
3
ij)
∗ → Im[z∗00y3ij] = 0 . (30)
If any of these CPI are non-zero, then CP is violated. Other CPIs like Im[zijz∗ij] (or
Im[yijy
∗
ij]) do not provide useful constraints as they automatically vanish.
As a ﬁrst generalisation of LIII we add a ﬁeld h02. This allows a mixed invariant whose
coupling constant will be sensitive to the CP transformation of the non-trivial singlets.
We continue to consider only Yukawa-like terms in Lrem. so we write
LIV = LIII + (z02h02h02h02 + y02h00h02h†02 + y1h00h01h02 +H.c.) . (31)
The new CP conditions are
z02e
i3p02 = z∗02 , (32)
y02e
ip00 = y∗02 , (33)
y1e
i(p00+p01+p02) = y∗1 . (34)
With the added couplings, we have from the direct generalisations of Eq. 29 CPIs involving
y02 like
Im[y00y
∗
02] , (35)
Im[y02y
∗
01] , (36)
Im[y01y
∗
02] , (37)
which constrain the relative phases of the yij couplings. It is however not possible to
obtain such simple, useful constraints on the relative phase of the mixed coupling y1,
because it involves p01 and p02. The simplest CPI, Im[y1y1∗] automatically vanishes and
is therefore not useful. The conclusion from this CPI alone would be that the phase of
y1 is unconstrained by requiring LIV to conserve CP . However, we note that by using a
more complicated invariant involving z01, z02 and either z00 or 3 insertions of any yij, we
can build non-trivial CPIs involving y1, such as
Im[y31z
∗
00z
∗
01z
∗
02] , (38)
Im[y31y
∗3
ij z
∗
01z
∗
02] . (39)
The situation involving the coupling of mixed terms of the type y1 qualitatively
changes if there are suﬃcient mixed terms. Consider now a ﬁeld content with all 9
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Δ(27) singlets hij. To reduce the number of allowed terms we may impose a Z3 symme-
try where each hij transforms equally. Such a Z3 symmetry forces yij = 0 (in addition it
forbids a multitude of other Yukawa-like terms like h01h10h
†
11, where h
†
11 would play the
role of h22). There are 9 Yukawa-like terms like z00h00h00h00 (one for each singlet). CPIs
involving the zij will be like Eq. 38. Focusing solely on the mixed terms like y1h00h01h02,
there are 12 combinations of singlets whose indices add up to a mixed invariant
LIX = y1h00h01h02 + y2h00h10h20 + y3h00h11h22 + y4h00h12h21+
y5h01h10h22 + y6h01h11h21 + y7h01h12h20+
y8h02h10h21 + y9h02h11h20 + y10h02h12h22+
y11h10h11h12 + y12h20h21h22+H.c. . (40)
The CP conservation condition for each coupling depends on the 3 phases of the respective
singlets, e.g.
y1e
i(p00+p01+p02) = y∗1 , (41)
y2e
i(p00+p10+p20) = y∗2 , (42)
y6e
i(p01+p11+p21) = y∗6 , (43)
y10e
i(p02+p12+p22) = y∗10 , (44)
y11e
i(p10+p11+p12) = y∗11 , (45)
y12e
i(p20+p21+p22) = y∗12 . (46)
With these conditions it is now possible to combine several of the mixed couplings to
form a CPI. An example is
Im[y1y
∗
2y
∗
6y
∗
10y11y12] , (47)
meaning this particular combination of couplings is constrained by CP conservation to be
real. Other combinations of this type can be built from the couplings in LIX .
5 One triplet
We will now consider Lagrangians involving Yukawa-like couplings with just one Δ(27)
triplet [8]. In order to make invariants, the terms will necessarily involve the conjugate
of that triplet. In this case it is not possible to construct Yukawa couplings involving a
Δ(27) triplet Weyl fermion. If F ∼ 3, while we do have F † ∼ 3¯, the Δ(27) invariant
of type (FF †)ijhkl is not itself invariant under Lorentz symmetry as e.g. F ∼ (1/2, 0)
implies F † ∼ (0, 1/2)). We construct the Lagrangian with one scalar triplet φ ∼ 3 and 2
scalar singlets h01, h10, such that the Yukawa-like terms are
L2s = y01(φφ∗)02h01 + y10(φφ∗)20h10 +H.c. . (48)
The most general CP transformations are
h01 → eip01h∗01 , (49)
h10 → eip10h∗10 , (50)
φ → U∗φ∗ , (51)
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where U is a general unitary matrix. Assuming CP invariance of L2s and using matrices
Yij corresponding to the couplings yij we have
U †Y01Ueip01 = Y ∗01 , (52)
U †Y10Ueip10 = Y ∗10 . (53)
We can build a useful CPI for this Lagrangian [8]
I2s ≡ ImTr (Y01Y †10Y †01Y10) . (54)
The CPI applies for any matrices Y01 and Y10. Imposing Δ(27) invariance we have from
Eq. 13,15
Y01 = y01
⎛
⎝
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
⎞
⎠ , (55)
Y10 = y10
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
0 ω 0
0 0 ω2
⎞
⎠ , (56)
which we input into I2s and obtain
I2s = Im(3ω
2|y01|2|y10|2) . (57)
Finding a non-vanishing CPI means that CP is violated, which clearly happens for any
non-zero values of y01 and y10. Given that CP is explicitly violated by a phase only
originating from the group structure and not from arbitrary Lagrangian parameters, this
is a minimal case with explicit geometrical CP violation [7, 8].
In [22] it was pointed out that Δ(27) provides an example of a group where not
all Clebsch-Gordan coeﬃcients can be made real by a change of basis, when several
of the singlets are used. Indeed, this fact was already referred in the earlier Δ(27)
works [19–21] where CP is violated spontaneously and therefore only a few singlets were
used. The change of basis analysis presented explicitly in [8] further clariﬁes the connec-
tion between the inevitability of complex Clebsch-Gordan coeﬃcients (which are basis-
dependent) and the presence of multiple singlets. The physical consequences are of course
basis-independent as illustrated elegantly in the invariant approach, and depend crucially
on the ﬁeld content, not just of singlets but also of triplets as shown in the following sec-
tions.
6 Two triplets
We continue our exploration of unbroken Δ(27) invariant Lagrangians with Yukawa-like
terms by considering in detail the class with two distinct 3-dimensional representations.
We take these to be explicitly a triplet Q ∼ 3 and an anti-triplet dc ∼ 3¯. 8
The notation we are following is suggestive of identifying the 3 and 3¯ as fermions,
as considered in [7]. Nevertheless, it is also possible to consider just scalars [8], or that
8This is mostly equivalent to introducing another triplet d, whose H.c. d† would transform as an
anti-triplet.
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one of the triplets is a scalar and Yukawa couplings are formed by having Δ(27) singlet
fermions, as considered in [17–21]. The conclusions we derive with the IA apply to all
cases.
As a further point of notation, if e.g. Q does refer to the SM quark ﬁelds, the most
general CP transformation consists in
(CP)Q(CP)† = iUγ0CQ¯T . (58)
Here we need not specify if Q is a fermion or scalar, and in particular we are more con-
cerned with identifying which matrix corresponds to each ﬁeld (in Eq. 58, U corresponds
to Q). For these reasons we use a simpliﬁed notation along the lines of
Q → CPQ = UTQQ∗ , (59)
which is exact for scalars, and is more convenient to identify which general CP transformation
corresponds to each ﬁeld (in Eq. 59, UTQ corresponds to Q).
We assume the Lrem. part of the Lagrangian consists of Yukawa-like terms between
triplet Q ∼ 3, anti-triplet dc ∼ 3¯, and singlets hij ∼ 1ij. 9
This class of Lagrangians is a good framework to illustrate several interesting points,
so we go into some detail of what happens when varying the number of coupled singlets.
The ﬁrst model we consider of this type is with Q, dc and 2 singlets h10 and h01 [8]
L3 = y10(Qdc)20h10 + y01(Qdc)02h01 +H.c. (60)
6.1 Adding a speciﬁc CP symmetry
Before applying the IA to Lagrangians of this type, lets consider what happens when
applying a speciﬁc CP transformation.
Arguably the simplest CP transformation is the trivial CP transformation, which we
refer to as CP1. This corresponds to UQ = 1 in Eq. 59, i.e.
Q → CP1Q = Q∗ = (Q∗1, Q∗2, Q∗3)02 , (61)
where we used the subscript to denote that Q∗ transforms as a 3¯ = 302, given that under
action by generator d, Q2 → ωQ2 and therefore we must have Q∗2 → ω2Q∗2 under d (as
expected from complex conjugation). Similarly,
CP1dc = dc∗ = (dc∗1 , dc∗2 , dc∗3 )01 . (62)
For the two Δ(27) singlets h10 and h01 in L3
CP1h10 =h∗10 , (63)
CP1h01 =h∗01 , (64)
where the conjugated versions transform under Δ(27) as 120 and 102 respectively. This
means that under the trivial CP transformation all four ﬁelds go into their respective
conjugate Δ(27) representations.
9Indeed it is relatively straightforward to forbid additional tri-linears if these are actually Yukawa
terms between fermions and scalars.
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The Yukawa-like terms in L3 are explicitly invariant under Δ(27) and y10, y01 are
arbitrary complex numbers. We now impose additionally that L3 is invariant under CP1.
For the y10 coupling, expanding from Eq. 18 and using Eq. 61, 62, 63
→ y10(Q∗1dc∗1 + ωQ∗2dc∗2 + ω2Q∗3dc∗3 )20h∗10 . (65)
In identifying how (Qdc)20 has transformed under CP1, note the CP1-transformed product
(Qdc)20 still transforms as a 120 under Δ(27), as it picks up a phase of ω
2 when acted by
c. For the y01 coupling, expanding from Eq. 14 and using Eq. 64
→ y01(Q∗1dc∗2 +Q∗2dc∗3 +Q∗3dc∗1 )01h∗01 . (66)
In contrast, because of the action in Eq. 62, dc∗2 picks up a phase ω when acted by d,
we identify that the CP1-transformed product (Qdc)02 transforms as a 101 under Δ(27).
What are then the physical consequences of imposing CP1 on the Δ(27)-invariant L3?
We need to compare Eq. 65 and Eq. 66 to the H.c. part of L3. In the case of Eq. 66 this
reveals exactly the same expression, except that y∗01 appears, therefore the conclusion
is clear - imposing CP1 on L3 forces y∗01 = y01. However, when we compare what we
obtained in Eq. 65 to
y∗10(Q
∗
1d
c∗
1 + ω
2Q∗2d
c∗
2 + ωQ
∗
3d
c∗
3 )10h
∗
10 , (67)
the only way to make the expressions match (to have L3 be invariant underCP1) is to
require y∗10 = y10 = 0. That there is some incompatibility with y10 was already hinted at
by the fact that Eq. 65 is explicitly not invariant under Δ(27), which we denoted through
the subscripts - (...)20 transforms as a 120, as does h
∗
10.
Our interpretation of these results is not that CP1 becomes incompatible with Δ(27)
when the theory includes ﬁeld h10 together with Q and d
c. Rather, that it is always
possible to add CP1 to a Δ(27) invariant Lagrangian regardless of the ﬁeld content, but
we interpret this result as indicating that there will be physical consequences on the
couplings that make the theory consistent by making the Lagrangian invariant under the
full symmetry imposed. In other words, it is more correct to state the incompatibility is
not with the ﬁeld content but rather with the couplings.
That CP1 restricts L3 does not mean that CP is violated though, and in fact a
CP transformation can be deﬁned that leaves the Lagrangian invariant. A good way
to check L3 is CP conserving is to use the IA. Before doing so, lets examine the eﬀects
of another possible CP transformation CP2, keeping the same transformations as CP1 for
the singlets but where the triplet transforms as
Q → CP2Q = Q′∗ = (Q∗1, Q∗3, Q∗2)01 , (68)
where some components swapped positions. Similarly,
CP2dc = d′c∗ = (dc∗1 , dc∗3 , dc∗2 )02 . (69)
Note that unlike what happens with CP1, given that under action from generator d we
have Q3 → ω2Q3 and therefore Q∗3 → ωQ∗3, this Q′∗ transforms as a 3 = 301, and similarly
this d′c∗ transform as a 3¯ = 302.
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Checking how the L3 terms transform under CP1 we have
→ y10(Q∗1dc∗1 + ωQ∗3dc∗3 + ω2Q∗2dc∗2 )10h∗10 . (70)
In identifying how (Qdc)20 has transformed under CP2, it now picks up a phase of ω when
acted by c. The other combination
→ y01(Q∗1dc∗3 +Q∗3dc∗2 +Q∗2dc∗1 )02h∗01 , (71)
and one can verify that the (Qdc)20 has transformed under CP2 into an expression that
picks up a phase of ω2 when acted by d. By comparing Eq. 70, 71 we conclude that by
imposing CP2 invariance on Eq. 60 we are forcing y10 to be real and y01 = 0 (contrast
with CP1).
While we used Δ(27) and CP1 (and CP2) in this explicit example, our interpretation
is general - we have the freedom to impose any family symmetry (discrete or not) together
with any CP symmetry. Eventually what may happen in extreme cases, is that it will
not be possible to form non-trivial combinations that are invariant under both symme-
tries. We feel it is important to stress that in this interpretation, the CP symmetry is
consistently treated equally to other symmetries - the transformation is deﬁned and it
has consequences for the Lagrangian.
It is important to stress again that even if imposing a speciﬁc CP symmetry on a
theory restricts the couplings of the Lagrangian, this does not mean that the Lagrangian
violates CP . L3 is an example of that as we now show using the IA. It is convenient to
ﬁrst rewrite L3 in terms of coupling matrices Y01 and Y10
L3 = QY10dch10 +QY01dch01 +H.c. , (72)
and to specify the general CP transformation properties
h01 → eip01h∗01 ,
h10 → eip10h∗10 ,
Q → UTQQ∗ ,
dc → Uddc∗ . (73)
One can verify that CP1 and CP2 are particular cases of this general CP transformation.
Imposing invariance under the general CP transformation requires
UQY01Ude
ip01 = Y ∗01 , (74)
UQY10Ude
ip10 = Y ∗10 . (75)
We again wish to build combinations of the Yukawa-like couplings that eliminate the
dependence on the general transformation. Unlike what we considered with CP1 and
CP2, Q and dc transform in general with distinct unrelated matrices. This forces CPIs
to alternate between Yij and Y
†
kl. It is therefore convenient to deﬁne the Hermitian
combinations Gij ≡ Y †ijYij and Hij = YijY †ij (similar Hermitian combinations appear in
the SM CPI, Tr [Hu, Hd]
3). They are useful because general CP invariance requires
U †dGijUd = G
∗
ij , (76)
UQHijU
†
Q = H
∗
ij , (77)
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involving for each only the matrix associated with dc and Q, respectively.
The CPIs are of the type (with integers ni)
ImTr [Gn101G
n2
10G
n3
01(...)] , (78)
ImTr [Hn101H
n2
10H
n3
01 (...)] . (79)
When referring to CPIs of this type we are including also CPIs like
ImTr [Gn101Y
†
01H
n2
10 Y01G
n3
01G
n4
10(...)] , (80)
ImTr [Gn101Y
†
10Y01G
n2
10Y
†
01Y10G
n3
01(...)] . (81)
The ﬁrst one alternates between G01 and H10 by having a single additional Y
†
01 in the
middle, and eventually goes back to G01 due to the lone Y01 that is required to cancel
the dependence on p01. The second one is similar by having Y
†
10Y01 between G01, then
requiring Y †01Y10 somewhere else in order to cancel the dependence on p01, p10 - note the
ordering of the inserted Yij and Y
†
kl is not arbitrary. It is also possible to mix and match
odd and even insertions of Yij and Y
†
kl
ImTr [Gn101Y
†
10Y01G
n2
10Y
†
01H
n3
01 Y10G
n4
10(...)] . (82)
We refer to the more complicated CPIs as being of the type Eq. 78, 79 because they
are obtained by iteratively inserting some Gij or Hij inside an existing Gkl or Hkl, thus
separating the constituent Ykl and Y
†
kl.
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When considering the Yukawa-like matrices that comply with Δ(27) invariance
Y01 = y01
⎛
⎝
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
⎞
⎠ , (83)
Y10 = y10
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
0 ω 0
0 0 ω2
⎞
⎠ , (84)
that we have seen before, we have
G01 = H01 = G10 = H10 = 1 , (85)
and it is possible to check that all these CPIs vanish automatically, for any complex y10,
y01. Therefore L3 conserves CP for any y10, y01, even though it is not in general invariant
under some of the particular CP transformations like CP1 and CP2.
6.2 Two singlets
The conclusion is a bit more general and applies beyond the pair of singlets h01 and h10.
Using the IA it is relatively easy to verify that a Lagrangian of type L3 automatically
10E.g. start with Eq. 78 and split one of the G01 in the middle with H
n2
10 and redeﬁne the integers to
obtain Eq. 80. Or in reverse, remove Gn210 from Eq. 82, which allows a H01 to be created and included
into Hn301 by redeﬁning the integers and arrive back at Eq. 80 - which can then be related with Eq. 78.
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conserves CP for any two singlets Δ(27) (even if a speciﬁc CP like CP1 imposes restrictions
on these Lagrangians). The ﬁeld content is then Q, dc and any two singlets hij, hkl. There
are only two Yukawa-like terms and associated matrices
L′3 = QYijdchij +QYkldchkl +H.c. . (86)
The CPIs are trivial generalisations of the previous cases, e.g.
ImTr [Gn1ij G
n2
kl G
n3
ij (...)] , (87)
ImTr [Hn1ij H
n2
kl H
n3
ij (...)] , (88)
and the other types discussed above. Due to invariance under Δ(27) we have
Gij = Hij = Gkl = Hkl = 1 , (89)
regardless of the singlets used. Using these relations allows one to conclude that all of
these CPIs automatically vanish for any couplings yij, ykl, meaning CP is automatically
conserved in Lagrangians of L3 type - Yukawa-like couplings of any 2 Δ(27) singlets to 2
triplets. However, the possibility for explicit CP violation exists for 3 singlets and beyond
- see also [22,24], but note that the conclusion depends on the number of triplets as well
(e.g. 2 singlets are suﬃcient to violate CP in the presence of only one triplet [8]).
6.3 Three singlets
Applying the IA to Lagrangians of L3 type with 3 singlets allows us to identify explicit
geometrical CP violation. In this case we change notation from triplet Q and anti-triplet
dc to the notation used in the model of [7], to allow an easier comparison. We introduce
the SM fermions L ∼ 3 and also νc ∼ 3¯ and singlet scalars h00, h01, h10. This model is
a model of leptons, with a charged lepton Lagrangian that gives in this basis a diagonal
mass matrix, with a Δ(27) triplet scalar φ ∼ 3¯ [7]
− ye(Lφ)00 ec00 − yμ(Lφ)01 μc02 − yτ (Lφ)02 τ c01 +H.c. . (90)
We focus here on the CP properties of the neutrino Lagrangian L3s
L3s = y00(Lνc)00h00 + y01(Lνc)02h01 + y10(Lνc)20h10 +H.c. . (91)
This is similar to the L3 Lagrangian, with Yukawa-like terms between the triplets and
the singlets. The general CP transformations are
h00 → eip00h∗00 , (92)
h01 → eip01h∗01 , (93)
h10 → eip10h∗10 , (94)
L → UTLL∗ , (95)
νc → Uννc∗ . (96)
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Assuming CP invariance of L3s and expressing the couplings in terms of Yukawa matrices
Yij, the CP conservation requirements are
ULY00Uνe
ip00 = Y ∗00 , (97)
ULY01Uνe
ip01 = Y ∗01 , (98)
ULY10Uνe
ip10 = Y ∗10 . (99)
Δ(27) imposes
Y00 = y00
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
⎞
⎠ , (100)
Y01 = y01
⎛
⎝
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
⎞
⎠ , (101)
Y10 = y10
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
0 ω 0
0 0 ω2
⎞
⎠ . (102)
Because we have 3 Yukawa matrices, we can build a CPI that does not involve Gij or Hij
combinations
I3s ≡ ImTr (Y00Y †01Y10Y †00Y01Y †10) . (103)
This CPI is qualitatively diﬀerent from the ones that could be built with only 2 matrices.
Indeed if we calculate it for this particular choice of 3 singlets
I3s = Im(3ω
2|y00|2|y01|2|y10|2) . (104)
This means that in general, for arbitrary (non-zero) couplings, this Lagrangian violates
CP as the condition I3s = 0, necessary for CP conservation, is not fulﬁlled. This is the
case originally identiﬁed to have explicit geometrical CP violation in [7], with the phase
appearing in I3s independent of the arbitrary phases of couplings.
We can again check what are the consequences of adding speciﬁc CP transformations,
this time to a Lagrangian where explicit CP violation is possible. From the analysis of the
rather similar L3 Lagrangian, we can conclude that imposing CP1 to L3s leads to y10 = 0,
and that imposing CP2 leads to y01 = 0. As may have been expected, both make I3s van-
ish. This is a clear demonstration of the meaning of adding diﬀerent CP transformations
- both lead to CP conservation but not necessarily the same consequences. 11
The type of CPI exempliﬁed in I3s is very useful in the study of Yukawa-like terms
between triplet, anti-triplet and singlets. For CP to be conserved it is necessary that it
vanishes. In cases with with 3 Δ(27) singlets, it is also suﬃcient that the respective CPI
vanishes for this type of Lagrangian to conserve CP . The combinations of 3 singlets that
11Consider Yukawa-like couplings involving Q, dc and singlets h01, h10 and h20 in the basis where these
singlets correspond to 101, 110 and 120 of Δ(27) respectively, then impose CP1 in that basis. The two
couplings y10 and y20 are forced to vanish. Conversely, CP2 forces only one coupling to vanish, y01. If
one changes the basis it may be that e.g. CP1 is no longer associated with the 1 matrix in the new basis,
but it will nevertheless force two couplings to vanish whereas CP2 forces only one coupling to vanish.
See [8] for more speciﬁc considerations regarding basis changes.
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automatically conserve CP can be found [8] to be 12 out of the total 84 combinations of
3 singlets. Curiously, these combinations are the 12 combinations of 3 singlets appearing
in each of the 12 terms of LIX in Eq. 40 of Section 4.
To be clearer, consider explicitly the y1h00h01h02 term in Eq. 40. We construct a
Lagrangian similar to L3s but with singlets h00, h01, h02
L3s1 = y00(Lνc)00h00 + y01(Lνc)02h01 + y02(Lνc)01h02 +H.c. (105)
then use Yukawa-like matrices Yij and build the CPI similar to I3s
I3s1 ≡ ImTr (Y00Y †01Y02Y †00Y01Y †02) . (106)
Then we repeat these steps for the y2h00h10h20 term in Eq. 40 and so on. When inserting
the conditions imposed by Δ(27) on the Yukawa-like matrices Yij, these 12 CPIs vanish
automatically for any values of the Yukawa-like couplings
I3s1 = I3s2 = (...) = I3s12 = 0 . (107)
One can explicitly build CP transformations to prove that indeed the 12 respective La-
grangians L3s1 , L3s2 , (...), L3s12 automatically conserve CP (for any values of the 3
Yukawa-like couplings of each respective Lagrangian).
As illustrated by I3s itself, the CPIs for the other 3 singlet combinations do not vanish
automatically and appear with the respective |yij|2|ykl|2|ymn|2, multiplied by a factor of
3ω or 3ω2. They are further examples of explicit geometrical CP violation.
6.4 Four or more singlets
Any choice of 4 or more singlets will necessary include combinations of 3 that would allow
CP violation. For example, by adding any other singlet to the set h00, h01, h02 in L3s1 ,
we have a singlet with hij with i 	= 0 and any of the I3s-type CPIs involving Yij with Y00,
Y01, Y02
ImTr (Y00Y
†
01YijY
†
00Y01Y
†
ij) , (108)
ImTr (Y01Y
†
02YijY
†
01Y02Y
†
ij) , (109)
ImTr (Y02Y
†
00YijY
†
02Y00Y
†
ij) , (110)
each of which falls in one of the 72 cases that are in general non-zero (unless the respective
couplings are vanishing).
7 Three triplets
7.1 Type II 2HDM with Δ(27) triplet fermions
We continue investigating Lagrangians with Yukawa-like terms between triplets and sin-
glets, in the presence of 3 triplets of Δ(27). In contrast to the situation studied in [17–21]
where there is a scalar Δ(27) triplet coupling to fermions, we consider a situation where
we generalise the L3 Lagrangian with additional anti-triplet uc. The triplet Q ∼ 3 now
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contains the SM quark SU(2) doublets, and two anti-triplets uc, dc ∼ 3¯ contain the up
and down quark SU(2) singlets. The scalars are Higgs doublets hu ∼ 110 and hd ∼ 101
(we deviate here slightly from the notation used for scalars in other sections). With a
Z2 symmetry it is possible to have the u
c couple only to hu and d
c couple only to hd,
leading to a type II 2HDM (see e.g. [9]) where the actual Yukawa terms are constrained
by Δ(27). The Lagrangian is
L2HDM = yu(Quc)20hu + yd(Qdc)02hd +H.c. . (111)
We express the Lagrangian in terms of Yukawa matrices Yu, Yd and apply the IA to this
Lagrangian 12
hu → eipuh∗u ,
hd → eipdh∗d ,
Q → UTQQ∗ ,
uc → Uuuc∗ ,
dc → Uddc∗ . (112)
The conditions on Yu, Yd from imposing general CP invariance on L2HDM are
UQYuUue
ipu = Y ∗u , (113)
UQYdUde
ipd = Y ∗d . (114)
We see that we can without loss of generality redeﬁne Uu to absorb e
ipu and Ud to absorb
eipd . We choose then eipu = eipd = 1 and redeﬁne Uu, Ud accordingly.
13 In eﬀect what
this means is that we have, for Yu and Yd, the same type of CP conservation requirements
that they would have in the SM. So we extrapolate from [1], rely on the Hermitian
combinations Hu,d ≡ Yu,dY †u,d to eliminate the dependence in Uu,d
UQHuU
†
Q = H
∗
u , (115)
UQHdU
†
Q = H
∗
d . (116)
and conclude that Tr [Hu, Hd]
3 = 0 [1] is a necessary and suﬃcient condition for CP conservation
for L2HDM . We can now use the Yu and Yd that Δ(27) would impose
Yu = yu
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
0 ω2 0
0 0 ω
⎞
⎠ , (117)
which happens to correspond to the usual basis where Hu is diagonal and
Yd = yd
⎛
⎝
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
⎞
⎠ . (118)
12For simplicity, even though Q and dc are explicitly fermions, we continue using the abridged notation
of Eq. 59 rather than the more rigorous one of Eq. 58.
13Note that we could not do this for h10 and h01 in L3 as there was only one anti-triplet dc.
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In the limit of unbroken Δ(27) in fact Hu = Hd = 1 so it is clear that CP is automatically
conserved for any yu, yd.
Indeed, by using the IA on the Lagrangian we conclude that the only way to build
CPIs is to keep Yukawa structures that couple to dc together, and also to keep Yukawa
structures that couple to uc together, as that is the only way to cancel the respective Uu
and Ud dependence. In addition to combining Hu and Hd, one can use just Gu or just
Gd, but not mix both.
7.2 Type II NHDM with Δ(27) triplet fermions
Continuing from the Type II 2HDM Yukawa Lagrangian, using the IA it is relatively
straightforward to generalise the conclusions for an increasing number of scalars. It is
useful to classify each scalar and their respective Yukawa matrix according to their sector,
i.e. a hdij couples to d
c or a hukl couples to u
c. It is in general no longer possible to absorb
the respective phases into Uu,d. The respective CP conservation requirements include
U †uGuijUu = G
∗
uij
, (119)
U †dGdijUd = G
∗
dij
, (120)
UQHuijU
†
Q = H
∗
uij
, (121)
UQHdijU
†
Q = H
∗
dij
, (122)
which cancel the dependence on phases puij , pdij , but as we have seen already CPIs with
the Hermitian combinations are automatically veriﬁed in unbroken Δ(27).
However, it is now possible to build CPIs of the type of I3s by using either 3 diﬀerent
Yuij or 3 diﬀerent Ydij - without mixing the two sectors. Using the conclusions derived
for the Lagrangians with 2 triplets (1 triplet and 1 anti-triplet) in Section 6, we can
extrapolate to this 3 triplet case (1 triplet and 2 anti-triplets). Doing so, we conclude
that each sector remains automatically CP conserving when coupled to up to any 2 Δ(27)
singlets, and can remain automatically CP conserving when coupled to 3 Δ(27) singlets
(if the 3 singlets are one of the 12 special combinations, as discussed in Section 6). If a
speciﬁc representation is repeated in the up and down sector this still represents 2 ﬁelds,
as they are distinguished by the type II Z2 symmetry that distinguishes the sectors. On
the other hand, the 3 singlet representations chosen for the up sector and for the down
sector need not be the same, so one can couple up to 6 diﬀerent singlet representations
without enabling CP violation. Conversely, coupling the triplets to 7 or more distinct
singlet representations will not allow automatic CP conservation, and the minimal singlet
content that enables CP violation is 3 singlet representations all in the same sector.
Recall also that even without additional symmetries, for Δ(27) triplet Weyl fermions
one can not constructQQ†hij, dcdc†hkl or ucuc†hmn due to Lorentz invariance (even though
the combinations would be Δ(27) invariant).
If one continues to generalise this class of Lagrangians to 4 or more triplets the con-
clusion is indeed that we can separately treat each Yukawa-like sector (a distinct triplet
to anti-triplet pairing). This is because the general CP matrices appearing for each sector
are unrelated, and that constrains the types of CPIs that can be built in the IA. In Δ(27),
each sector can couple to as many as 3 diﬀerent singlets before CP violation arises as a
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possibility. This extends the conclusion derived in Section 6 for Lagrangians with a single
Yukawa-like sector, L3, L3s and the 12 special combinations L3s1 , (...).
It is interesting to note that with 3 sectors, which arises as a possibility with 4 or more
triplets, the full representation content of Δ(27) with all 9 singlets can be present while
CP is still automatically conserved. Given that cases with 4 or more triplets no longer
have a counterpart with the SM quarks, we relegate a more detailed analysis to appendix
A. In addition we present some examples of speciﬁc CP transformations in appendix B,
which includes an existence proof of CP transformations for a Lagrangian with all the
irreducible representations of Δ(27).
8 Conclusions
The group Δ(27) is very interesting from the point of view of CP properties. In this work
we considered several Δ(27) invariant Lagrangians with Yukawa-like terms (tri-linears)
and studied them with the invariant approach.
Our dual purpose was to demonstrate the usefulness of the invariant approach in
Lagrangians invariant under discrete family symmetries, and simultaneously to explore
the CP properties of Δ(27). The method is independent of the group when the CP -
odd invariants are constructed, and the group details are needed only to obtain coupling
matrices in some convenient basis, which can then be used in the CP -odd invariants to
obtain basis-independent quantities signalling CP violation.
Starting with simple cases where the ﬁeld content includes only 1-dimensional rep-
resentations of Δ(27) (singlets), the invariant approach reveals what are the relevant
physical phases, which turn out to be speciﬁc relative phases of the complex couplings.
We then turned to consider Yukawa-like terms involving Δ(27) triplet and anti-triplet,
starting with a single 3-dimensional representation (triplet) and progressing to two and
more triplets, where it becomes helpful to refer to sectors of distinct pairs of triplet and
anti-triplet.
The conclusions derived for the two triplet case with one sector are that CP is auto-
matically conserved for Yukawa-like terms involving up to any 2 Δ(27) singlets and for
12 special combinations out the total 84 combinations of 3 singlets. The other cases are
examples of explicit geometrical CP violation.
Based on these results, the invariant approach allows us to extrapolate for cases with
three or more triplets. The same type of conclusion holds independently for each sector,
and therefore with 3 sectors it is even possible to have all 9 Δ(27) singlets present while
automatically conserving CP .
We have therefore completed a fairly exhaustive analysis of unbroken Δ(27) La-
grangians. The analysis here should provide a useful guide for formulating future realistic
models in which Δ(27) is spontaneously broken. However the main motivation was to
highlight the utility and power of the invariant approach for Lagrangians with discrete
family symmetries.
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A Four or more triplets
The ﬁnal generalisation that we consider is to add more ﬁelds transforming as triplet
representations. Following from the three triplet case with triplet Q and anti-triplets dc,
uc, we add another anti-triplet xc. We continue to assume that each anti-triplet has its
own sector of Δ(27) singlets denoted as hdij , hukl , hxmn due to e.g. an Abelian symmetry.
Using the IA and considering how CPIs can be constructed we extend the previous results
to conclude that the relevant CPIs are of I3s type for each sector, due to the diﬀerent Ud,
Uu, Ux matrices
L4Q = Ydij(Qdc)hdij + Yukl(Quc)hukl + Yxmn(Qxc)hxmn +H.c. , (123)
Q → UTQQ∗ ,
dc → Uddc∗ ,
uc → Uuuc∗ ,
xc → Uxxc∗ . (124)
It is interesting that at 4 triplets (in this case 1 triplet and 3 anti-triplets) we have
reached a situation where CP can be automatically conserved even with ﬁelds transform-
ing as each of the 9 Δ(27) singlets (one example is hd00 , hd01 , hd02 , hu10 , hu11 , hu12 , hx20 ,
hx21 , hx22).
At this stage it should be relatively clear that adding further anti-triplets yc, zc, (...),
with their own singlet sector, the IA still shows the relevant CPIs to be of I3s type for
each sector because of the diﬀerent Uy, Uz, (...).
Conversely, the IA also allows to generalise to cases where there are multiple triplets
and multiple anti-triplets. Considering distinct triplets Q, L, and several anti-triplets, in
general the conclusion depends on how many separate sectors are present, but there are
some subtleties. For example, take the Lagrangian
L4 = Ydij(Qdc)hdij + Yukl(Quc)hukl + Yemn(Lec)hemn , (125)
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with the usual general transformations for the singlets each with their own phase and
L → UTLL∗ ,
Q → UTQQ∗ ,
dc → Uddc∗ ,
uc → Uuuc∗ ,
ec → Ueec∗ . (126)
In this case there are 3 sectors like in L4Q, because some additional symmetry distin-
guishes triplets Q and L such that L pairs only with ec, hemn . Consider instead a situation
where Q and L couple to the same anti-triplets and singlets, like in the Lagrangian
L4QL =YQdij(Qdc)hdij + YQukl(Quc)hukl + YQemn(Qec)hemn (127)
+YLdij(Ld
c)hdij + YLukl(Lu
c)hukl + YLemn(Le
c)hemn +H.c. ,
which has 6 sectors. Note though that while e.g. Qdc and Ldc appear to be distinct
sectors, if Qdc has automatic CP conservation having up to 3 hdij singlets, this applies
also to Ldc, because the singlets hdij are the same.
B Speciﬁc CP matrices
It is interesting to compare the IA to the construction of speciﬁc CP transformations for
Lagrangians of L3 type with any of the singlets
L = QYijdchij + (...) +H.c. , (128)
hij → eipijh∗ij ,
Q → UTQQ∗ ,
dc → Uddc∗ . (129)
The matrices associated to each singlet hij are, due to Δ(27)
Y00 = y00
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
⎞
⎠ , (130)
Y01 = y01
⎛
⎝
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
⎞
⎠ , (131)
Y02 = y02
⎛
⎝
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
⎞
⎠ , (132)
Y10 = y10
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
0 ω 0
0 0 ω2
⎞
⎠ , (133)
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Y11 = y11
⎛
⎝
0 ω 0
0 0 ω2
1 0 0
⎞
⎠ , (134)
Y12 = y12
⎛
⎝
0 0 ω2
1 0 0
0 ω 0
⎞
⎠ , (135)
Y20 = y20
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
0 ω2 0
0 0 ω
⎞
⎠ , (136)
Y21 = y01
⎛
⎝
0 ω2 0
0 0 ω
1 0 0
⎞
⎠ , (137)
Y22 = y02
⎛
⎝
0 0 ω
1 0 0
0 ω2 0
⎞
⎠ . (138)
For each Yukawa-like term QYijd
chij we have a CP conservation requirement on the
Yukawa-like matrix Yij
UQYijUde
ipij = Y ∗ij , (139)
therefore in general the UQ and Ud matrices that respect this requirement are diﬀerent
for each Yij. Within this point of view, the possibility of CP violation arises when it is
impossible to have even a single set of UQ, Ud and pij transformations that simultaneously
fulﬁll the distinct requirements of all Yij that are present in the Lagrangian. Checking
this can be quite laborious as it should be done with complete generality and indeed
one of the advantages of the IA is that usually one need not check for the existence
of such transformations. For illustration purposes we ﬁx for simplicity the respective
pij = e
−2i arg[yij ], UQ = 1 , and Ud to be diagonal. For these choices we present for each
Yij the respective Ud
Ud =
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
⎞
⎠ , (140)
corresponds to the requirement of the h00, h01 and h02 Yukawa-like coupling;
Ud =
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
0 ω 0
0 0 ω2
⎞
⎠ , (141)
corresponds to the requirement of the h10, h11 and h12 Yukawa-like coupling;
Ud =
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
0 ω2 0
0 0 ω
⎞
⎠ , (142)
corresponds to the requirement of the h20, h21 and h22 Yukawa-like coupling. These
CP transformations are with loss of generality (e.g. Ud need not be diagonal), but they
22
are still an existence proof of a valid CP transformation for each singlet by itself, and
for the speciﬁc groups of 3 singlets shown. It naturally agrees with what was obtained
through the IA for the more general case. For example, we knew already that with a single
sector Qdc, these 3 combinations of three singlets belong to the 12 that automatically
conserve CP .
Furthermore, with 3 sectors Qdc, Quc and Qxc we have in addition to Ud also Uu and
Ux, enabling the possibility to have all 9 Δ(27) singlets in Yukawa-like terms with triplets
while automatically conserving CP for any arbitrary (non-zero) complex value of the nine
yij. In this 3 sector case with L4Q in Eq. 123, an existence proof for hd00 , hd01 , hd02 , hu10 ,
hu11 , hu12 , hx20 , hx21 , hx22 follows by keeping pij = e
−2i arg[yij ], UQ = 1 , Ud = 1 and taking
Uu and Ux respectively as the diagonal matrices appearing in Eq. 141,142.
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